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Young People Gather on Cotton Bales (possibly at Crenshaw's Gin, Pintlala, Alabama), date unknown, Top Row, L to R:
Hattie Norman, Myrta Florence Henry, Sarah Elizabeth (Tweet) Garrett, Middle Row: Unknown Female, Bottom Row, L to
R: Boots Norman and Hartley Norman; Photo courtesy Ricky McLaney
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
I am convinced more than ever that the great reservoir of unexplored history is at the local level. Local
communities provide a treasure trove of historical information awaiting research and public exposure. The
Pintlala community and southwest Montgomery County are illustrative of my premise. Nothing creates a
sense of place like knowing its basic history. If we try thinking a little deeper about the community in which
we live, we often find that doors of understanding swing open for us. If you wish to get started, try this
twofold approach:
1. Check out the PHA website. Explore past editions of our newsletter.
www.pintlalahistoricalassociation.com
2. Attend the next quarterly meeting of the PHA. Location: Fellowship Hall of Pintlala Baptist Church, July
15. 2:30 pm.
In reference to the next meeting, Alice Carter has done it again. She has landed a rock star in the area of
Alabama heritage. Don’t miss Joey Brackner. Check out Alice’s information about Joey in this edition.
Also, thanks to all who have renewed membership in the PHA. Membership is such a small financial
investment, but our mission and purpose are strengthened when wonderful people stand with us.
We are approaching the Bicentennial year for the State of Alabama (2019). Don’t miss the many
opportunities to learn more about the celebrations. Check out alabama200.org.
Gary Burton, President
Garyburton1@charter.net

PHA July Program
Pintlala Historical Association will meet on Sunday, July 15th at 2:30 p.m. at
Pintlala Baptist Church Fellowship Hall. Our program will be presented by
Joey Brackner, manager of the Alabama State Council on the Arts Folklife
Program and is Director of the Alabama Center for Traditional Culture.
Brackner’s topic will be Historic Pottery in Montgomery County. He will
include discussion of early potter, Moses Rushton, who worked in the Grady
area of Montgomery County.
Brackner is host of one of my favorite television programs, Journey Proud,
seen on Alabama Public Television. Brackner takes viewers all over
Alabama highlighting interesting and unique people, customs and traditions
of our state.
Please join us for an interesting program!
Joey Brackner
from http://journeyproudalabama.com/

Welcome New Member
James Charles Chamlies
4054 Butler Mill Rd.
Lapine, AL 36046
Famlies of interest: Tucker, Cromartie, Hendry, Duke and Champion
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“Eat Well with Bill Cordell”
by Alice Carter

Montgomery writer and artist Tom Conner wrote a column “Remember When…?” for the
Sunday’s Montgomery Advertiser and Alabama Journal for 20 years. In 1989 many of his popular
articles were compiled into a book of “Remember When…?” by the newspapers.
One of his published nostalgic memories
centered around Pintlala resident Bill Cordell,
(1915-1990). Cordell and his family, including
his wife Elsie and children: Bill, Kathy, Judy,
Bob, Jan and Jack moved to Pintlala in 1964.
In the 1940s and 50s there were not numerous
fried chicken restaurants in Montgomery as
there are today. Ed Bourne opened The
Kottage restaurant on Mt. Meigs Road in 1946
and it was quite popular. Bill Cordell was the
head cook. Bill’s son Bob is not sure where Bill
learned to cook, perhaps in the 1940s in New
York prior to World War II. Three years after
beginning his work at The Kottage, Bill bought
the restaurant from Ed Bourne. Cordell came
up with his own advertising jingle—“Eat Well
with Bill Cordell”.
He ultimately opened four different Cordell
Bill Cordell: date unknown, Photo courtesy Bob Cordell
restaurants in Montgomery. Their locations
were: The Kottage on Mt. Meigs Road; Atlanta
Highway at Coliseum Boulevard; Woodley
Road at the Southern By-Pass and his last site on the Mobile Highway, which was the only
restaurant Cordell had built to his specifications, opened in 1964. All of the children worked at
one time or another at the Mobile Highway restaurant. The restaurants on Mobile Highway and
Southern By-Pass were open at the same time. Bob Cordell remembers that the Atlanta
Highway restaurant closed in either 1963 or
1964. The Mobile Highway site was closed in
1978 after the death of Elsie Cordell in 1977.
In his retirement years in Pintlala, Bill Cordell
enjoyed cups of coffee and conversation at
Mosley’s Store and offered advice on how to
chop onions for their hot dogs! He was a
loyal and dependable volunteer at the
Pintlala Branch Library during its days in a
portable double-wide building now used by
the Pintlala Water System as an office.
Sources:
Remember When…? with Tom Conner
Published by Montgomery Advertiser/
Alabama Journal, Montgomery, Alabama,
1989
Restaurant Association Members including on back row from left, 4th man,
Bill Cordell, Photo courtesy of Bob Cordell
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Bob Cordell, Pintlala, Alabama
Acknowledgements:
Thanks to Bill Cordell’s son, Bob, for information and photographs.

Cordell's Restaurant, located Atlanta Highway at Coliseum Blvd., date unknown, Photo
courtesy of Bob Cordell

The Kottage Restaurant, Mt. Meigs Road, date unknown, Photo courtesy of Bob Cordell
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Addendum
This additional material is intended to aid the reader in distinguishing locations of selected 1880
Montgomery County communities listed above.
MONTGOMERY COUNTY CENSUS 1880
Arcadia: 5 miles in South West direction from Stoddard; probably in the Crenshaw County/Montgomery
County Boundary.
Oakley: Report dated February 23, 1878 shows the post office at Oakley was located in the Northeast
quarter section 23, Township 14, Range 18 (1881 report states section 34)
Owldom: P.O. Named Owldom was opened on April 5, 1880. The name was changed to Woodley on July
9, 1880.
Panther: Just inside the eastern boundary of Montgomery County, west of Reynolds, Bullock County
Patterson: 22 miles to the Southeast from Montgomery.
Source:
Post Office File
Compiled by Laurie and J. J. Sanders
Pintlala Branch Library

Sources
Alabama Department of Archives and History
Collection Number 104, Alabama City Directories
Box 102, Montgomery: 1880, 1893-1899
Used Directory 1883-4 on cover of book, 1880 on paper wrapper
Montgomery County Business Directory 1883-4 within City Directory, pp. 257-262
Names of Parties in Montgomery County having Control of 100 Acres of Land or More, 1883-4 City
Directory
Hope Hull: p. 263
Mt. Carmel: p. 266
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THOSE MARBLE TABLETS IN MONTGOMERY’S PUBLIC LIBRARY
Gary Burton
The recent renovation of the downtown public library, the Juliette Hampton Morgan branch, was much
needed and ushered in a new era of library services. Spatial changes created an openness throughout the
complex, but especially on the second floor where three large marble tablets seemed to suddenly appear in
full view on the south wall. In addition, two smaller panels accompanied them in 1959 when the building
was new and the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts
occupied the second floor.
For many years the marble tablets have been difficult to
see due to books and high shelving which obstructed their
view. Today they are in plain sight. In 1988 the Museum
moved to the Blount Cultural Park leaving both floors to
the Montgomery City-County Public Library. Since its
inception in 1930, the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts,
until 1959, had been housed in the abandoned Central
High School, a one-time school for girls.
The three tall tablets memorialize the names of
Confederate ancestors who were engaged in the Civil
War. The marble memorials were used by the Museum as
fundraisers for the Confederate Room. The Museum
already had a Pioneer Room. Consequently, for a gift of
money ($5.00) and/or significant memorabilia, families
would have the names of their Confederate ancestors
inscribed on the marble tablets. During 1938 The
Montgomery Advertiser chronicled the tremendous public
response to the fundraising effort. In the same year the
Confederate Room was created and work on the tablets
Marble Tablets, Montgomery Public Library
began.
Photo courtesy of Jerrie Burton
Two tablets filled up quickly because of the public
response with money and artifacts. Response to the third tablet was more challenging. It is surprising to
learn that the campaign which began in 1938 did not end until 1954. It may be that World War II brought
the fund drive for the Confederate Room to a standstill. Mrs. Files Crenshaw, chairman of the Confederate
Room committee, was 78 when she died in 1956, two years after
the three tablets were completed and installed in the former
Central High School. The 16-year appeal for memorabilia and
money may have been difficult to re-start especially when many in
the previous generation had died. The delay may have been in the
production and/engraving of the marble. One can only wonder.
Five years later in 1959 all the marble panels were removed from
the former Central High School, and installed in the new building
with the public library occupying the first floor, having relocated
from the Carnegie building which had been the library’s home
since 1905. Until 1988 the second floor was home to the Museum
of Fine Arts where the panels can be clearly seen today.

Frances Greene Nix, (American, 1907-1982), Portrait of Mrs. Files Crenshaw, date unknown, oil on canvas, Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Gift of the artist to the
MMFA upon Mrs. Files Crenshaw's retirement, 1945.10
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Excerpts From Montgomery Advertiser:
Sunday, June 12, 1938, p. 14
Confederate Collection At Museum Is Enlarged
In response to the appeal for gifts for the
Confederate collection of the Montgomery
Museum several interesting items have been
presented. One of the most fascinating is a
map of the battlefield drawn during the battle by
F.F. Wise, a brave Confederate soldier. It is a
rough pencil sketch showing Hampton Roads
and the bay…There is a tragic telegram to Gov.
Watts dated March 31, 1865: “Lieut. Col. D.S.
Troy was seriously wounded yesterday and is
now in the hands of the enemy.”
Sunday, June 26, 1938, p. 14
Confederate Collection At Museum Is Enlarged
Central High School

Mrs. Daniel Shipman Troy has placed in the
Photo courtesy Alabama Department of Archives and History
Confederate Room a copy of the inaugural
address of Gov. Thomas Watts, governor of
Alabama during the war and a photograph of Gov. Watts. She has also added a photograph of Col. Daniel
Shipman Troy and a collapsible silver cup carried by him during the war… Another welcome gift to the
Confederate Room of the Museum is a splendid steel engraving of Lee’s surrender to Grant. It shows both
armies lined up on a plain with Lee and Grant under a tree in the foreground.
Sunday, August 14, 1938, p. 19
Confederate Collection At Museum Receives Additions
Dr. O.B. Wright has placed a copy of The Daily Mississippian of July 10, 1864, in the Confederate
collection. The paper describes in detail the capture of Jackson by the Federal Troops…Another interesting
item in Miss Barron’s collection is a photograph of Jefferson Davis funeral bier at the Capitol. With it is a
dried rose bud from one of the garlands made by the women of Montgomery to hang around the bier.
Tuesday, October 18, 1938, p. 5
Confederate Memorial Room To Be Featured At Museum
The Board of Directors of the Montgomery Museum voted last week at their regular meeting to proceed
with plans for developing the Confederate Memorial Room at the Museum.This room will undoubtedly
prove to be one of the most important and popular in the Museum. Splendid portraits of General Lee and
Jefferson Davis will be the dominant features of the room One of the most distinguished artists in America
has been commissioned to do these portraits and they are now being painted in her New York studio.
The portraits will be dedicated to the memory of Confederate Soldiers and will be presented by their
descendants. A beautiful bronze or marble tablet will be placed in the room and on it will be inscribed the
names of these soldiers. Mrs. Files Crenshaw, chairman of the portrait fund, announces that anyone who
gives five dollars or more will be allowed to place the names of a Confederate ancestor on the tablet. A
number of subscriptions have already been made to honor these gallant men: Col. Daniel S. Troy by Mrs.
Daniel Troy; John B. Bissell by Mrs. Charles Thigpen; Lester C. Smith and J.W.A. Jackson by Mrs. Files
Crenshaw; William R. Houghton, Mitchell B. Houghton and Thomas J. Powers by Mrs. Harry S. Houghton;
Gov. Thomas H. Watts by Mrs. Wiley Hill, Jr.; Gen. John Scott by Miss Mary Virginia Kohn; William S.
McGhee by Mrs. Joseph Ledbetter; John Henry Cromelin by Mrs. William Nicrosi; Joseph C. Gibson and
Robert S. Lanier by Mrs. B.B. Comer; Maj. Phillip Fitzpatrick by Mr. Kelly Fitzpatrick.
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Mr. Kelly Fitzpatrick has presented one of his delightful paintings to be
raffled off to raise money for the furnishings and equipment for the
Confederate Room. Mrs. Wiley Hill, Jr. and Mrs. William Nicrosi are in
charge of the raffle and anyone wishing tickets is requested to telephone
them.
Sunday, May 14, 1939, p. 16
Confederate Room Of Museum Receives Valuable Gifts
Mrs. John Tilley has presented to the Confederate Room of the
Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts a bust of the beloved southern poet,
musician and soldier, Sidney Lanier. The bust by Ephraim Keyser was done
in Baltimore in 1880 and is the original form from which the marble bust at
John Hopkins University was made….
The Montgomery Marble Works have already begun carving the names of
Confederate soldiers on the first two panels of the marble tryptich but
names are still being received for the third panel.
June 11, 1939, p.18
Acquisitions Listed In Museum’s Confederate Room

Kelly Fitzpatrick
www.encyclopediaofalabama.org/
article/m-2579

Mrs. Crenshaw, chairman of the Confederate Memorial Tablets, announced that the first two are almost
complete.
June 25, 1939, p.18
Confederate Honor Roll Is An Acquisition To Museum
One of the most interesting and valuable features of the Confederate
Room of the Montgomery Museum will be the Confederate Honor Roll.
This is a beautiful leather bound book, especially made by the Paragon
Press, in which will be inscribed biographical sketches of the men whose
names are on the marble memorial tablets.
Prof. J.A. Osgoode who is noted for his beautiful and distinguished
penmanship as well as for his knowledge of Confederate history is in
charge of the book…
Mrs. Files Crenshaw, who is in charge of the memorial tablets,
announced that a few spaces are left on the final tablet.
Sunday, July, 16, 1939, p. 15
Confederate Memorial Tablets Asset To Museum
Sidney Lanier
www.encyclopediaofalabama.org/article/m- The Memorial Tablets for the Confederate Room at the Montgomery
7060
Museum are nearing completion and they far surpass in beauty and

interest the expectations of the Confederate Room committee.

The marble for these tablets has most generously been given by the Alabama Marble Company at Gantts
Quarry and the Moretti Harrah Marble Corporation of Sylacauga, Alabama is known over the world for its
beauty of texture, color and finish and these two companies have given the finest pieces available. Even
the famous Italian quarries at Carrara have never produced more perfect pieces in tablets of this size. The
pride which Southerners feel in this memorial to their Confederate ancestors can only be enhanced by the
exquisite marble from Alabama quarries on which the names are carved.
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These tablets were designed by and carved under the direction of Pepton [Peyton] Mathis of the
Montgomery Marble Works. Mr. Mathis has given generously of his time, his knowledge and experience
and his perfect taste has made this marble tryptich into a real work of art.
Sunday, July 23, 1939, p.16
Museum Is Planning Formal Opening Of Confederate Room
The officials of the Montgomery Museum of the Confederate Room committee, headed by Mrs. B. B.
Comer and Mrs. Files Crenshaw, are making plans for the formal opening of the Confederate Room in the
early Fall. The museum will entertain at a reception in honor of descendants of the Confederate soldiers
whose names are on the Memorial Tablets.
The Confederate Room is now open to the public but it has not been arranged in its final form. Many of the
most impressive features have not yet been installed and new cases, lighting and decorations are being
planned. The marble Memorial Tablets will, of course, be the dominant feature of the room and on either
side will be hung the magnificent portraits of Gen. Robert E. Lee, presented by Mrs. Charles Thigpen, and
President Jefferson Davis. Both portraits were painted by Anne Goldthwaite.
Sunday, August 20, 1939, p.17
Fine Arts Museum Receives Names For Memorial Tablets
Mrs. Files Crenshaw, in speaking of the Confederate memorial tablets at the Montgomery Museum, said
that two of the panels have been installed. They are not completed as the ornamental moulding has not
been placed, the surrounding woodwork has not been painted and the special lighting has not been
arranged but they do give an idea of what the completed memorial will look like and what it will mean in the
future to the descendants of the Confederates who have been honored…One child from an old
Montgomery family was thrilled to discover the names of six ancestors and relatives on the memorial. Work
has begun on the third tablet and it will be installed shortly….
Sunday, September 3, 1939, p.12
Museum’s Confederate Room Nears Completion
The Confederate Room at the Montgomery Museum, even in its unfinished state, is proving one of the
most popular attractions offered by the Museum. The two memorial tablets that have been placed are
attracting a great deal of interest, and reading the list of names has made a tug at many a heart string.
Sunday, October 1, 1939, p.22
Confederate Room At Museum Nears Completion
In 1861 Alabama had a population of about 100,000 white people; more than 120,000 men and boys
enlisted in the Confederate Army. The spirit that produced such an army still lives in their descendants as is
shown by the hundreds who are interested in the Confederate Memorial Tablets in the Montgomery
Museum…Names of fathers, grandfathers, uncles and even old family friends have been sent in by people
as far away as California, Michigan, Ohio, and New York, and of course, all of the Southern states.
Sunday, November 19, 1939, p.19
Museum’s Confederate Room Receives Acquisitions
Mrs. Frank McPherson has sent a jewel cabinet which belonged to Mrs. Clara Lee Jewett. During the War
Between the States the cabinet was buried beneath the bed of the creek which flowed through the meadow
in front of Mrs. Jewett’s home in Jamestown, Clark County, Ala. The chest is made of Rosewood and inlaid
with mother of pearl.
Sunday, December 10, 1939, p.32
Confederate Room At Museum Is Mecca For Visitors
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Mrs. Sloan Cassels says of the Confederate room at the Museum of Fine Arts:
“The coming event of the Blue and Gray pageant is making all Montgomery think more and more of the
honorable and heroic soldiers who fought, bled and died for the Confederacy…”
Sunday, April 21, 1940, p.24
Museum’s Confederate Room Receives Valuable Gifts
Another interesting gift to the Confederate Room is the Oath of Allegiance to the Constitution of the United
States, which was sworn to by John P. Mushat, of Lowndes County, on Sept. 28, 1865. Especial reference
is made in the oath whereby the signer is to obey all laws and proclamations relating to the emancipation of
slaves. This Oath of Allegiance is the gift of Mrs. David Marbury of Birmingham.
Sunday Morning, March 9, 1941, p.18
Acquisitions Are Listed For Museum Of Fine Arts
There have been so many inquiries about the names placed in
memory of Southern heroes that the Museum has decided to
add another tablet to the three already placed in the
Confederate Room. This tablet will hold about seventy-five
names…Anyone who is interested in having an ancestors name
placed on this new tablet will please telephone Mrs. Files
Crenshaw, chairman, dial 7528.
Sunday, June 22, 1941, p. 13
Confederate Room At Museum Holds Treasures
The portrait of Emma Samson [Sansom] is the first of a woman
to be placed in the Confederate portrait gallery. However the
names of Mrs. Carnot Bellinger, and Mrs. Sophie Bibb are
carved upon the Confederate Memorial Tablets in recognition of
their patriotic service and great devotion in the South.
Sunday, November 15, 1942, p.20
Fine Arts Museum Lists Recent Acquisitions
Emma Sansom

A new memorial tablet has been recently installed completing
www.encyclopediaofalabama.org/article/m-3770
the design. There are three great arched marble tablets flanked
by two smaller tablets.
Sunday, December 19, 1954, p. 49
Confederate Rosters Nearing Completion At Museum
The marble tablets in the Confederate Room at the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, engraved with the
names of Soldiers of the Confederacy, are almost complete. This is the last call to send the names of
Confederate soldiers whose families wish to have them thus immortalized. There was. Room for only 27
more names, and the first 27 received ate all that can be accepted. The cost of engraving is $5 a name,
and a telephone call to the museum will reserve a space as long as any is available. After confirmation of a
reservation, the name must be brought or mailed to the museum with the fee at once, since the tablets will
be engraved immediately upon completion of the roster.
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1959 Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Photo courtesy of Alabama Department of
Archives and History

1960s Interior of Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Photo courtesy of
Alabama Department of Archives and History
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